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Spring arrived (if only for two seconds) and that meant we could finally get to all those installations just wait-
ing!  Thanks to Twin Spirits Distillery, Maeve’s Cafe, Diamonds Coffee Shoppe, Heartwood Montessori, and the 
Gustafsons for inviting us to install Studios.  
 

With these new Studios (and even more on the horizon) we are seeking more donations as well.   
 

Perhaps you are a professional artist or crafter, and your Art-A-Whirl sales are letting you restock with new ma-
terials and tools … we would be more than happy to take those older, lightly used materials and tools!  Or the 
Whirl weekend inspired you to re-energize your own artwork, part time crafting, evening or weekend hobby, or 
just get some projects going with the kids … we can help by taking any turnover materials/tools you don’t need 
anymore.  Visit a Studio to donate, or give us an email and we will come to pick up at your convenience as well. 
 

If the Whirl really energized you and you want a Studio in your own yard, contact us and we can discuss the 
details.  We are solely funded through neighborhood organizations, so it may even be free given the neighbor-
hood you live in - check our website for further info.   
 

Helping us out materially is wonderful, no matter how that looks, but you can definitely help just by visiting 
and using the Block Studios.  Our most up to date map is on the back (although more dots are coming very 
soon).  Visit one of the Studios and make something, or draw on the Studio, or talk to the hosts if they are 
around, or invite another passer-by to write a poem with you.  Take a picture and post it with 
#blockstudioproject and we can keep the creative train running! 
 

Free Art! 
 

Mathew Somlai 
Coordinator, Block Studio Project 
www.blockstudioproject.com 

The Block Studio Project is a grassroots attempt to build 

creative literacy through building and maintaining corner 

donation boxes of Arts & Crafts materials.   

 

Each Studio also serves as walk-by workspace and   

neighborhood art project.   

Feel free to open one and create. 


